
TNT DIGITAL PRINTING

TNT SERIGRAPHIC PRINTING

TRAFORATO BANNERS

BANNERS
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Digital print

Lightness

Easy transport

Fireproof material

Breathable fabric

Fireproof material available

Water repellent material

Sun protection



TNT BANNERS

 ∙ The printing of the TNT banners can be digital or serigraphic
 ∙ Endless possibilities of employ outdoors and indoors
 ∙ Lightweight
 ∙ Low cost transport

 ∙ Finishing possibilities:
 - roll
 - roll with rings
 - single units with rings

 ∙ Easy to hook the banners to the structures (poles, gates, barriers…)
 ∙ Possibility of exploiting the standard size (height 80 o 100 cm) or  
 of customizing  (until 160 cm and beyond)according to the different  
 needs
 ∙ The quality of printing allows to print both simple logos and high
 definition photographs
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ROLL

Practical, efficient and economical, the TNT nonstop unit banners are 
ideal to be employed at sporting events and on any other occasions. 
They can be delivered in rolls or in single units with or without rings with 
PVC reinforcement. We can print it either with digital technique for small 
quantities and for complex graphics or serigraphy for big quantities, with an 
excellent value for money.

Accesory

RINGS WITHOUT REINFORCEMENT RINGS WITH REINFORCEMENT MULTI-COLORED BAND



 ∙ Best quality for complex pictures and drawings
 ∙ Possibility to duplicate any graphics with no limits as for colours
 ∙ Suitable for the production of small quantities
 ∙ Printing without loom

HEIGHT
    h.80cm - Standard
    h.100cm - Oversize

HEIGHT
    h.80cm - Standard
    h.100cm - Oversize
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 ∙ Economical for average and large quantities
 ∙ High quality for logos and graphics

TNT BANNERS

TNT BANNERS/DIGITAL PRINTING

TNT BANNERS/ SERIGRAPHIC PRINTING

The digital printing is used when the drawing is multi-coloured and with shades: it’s particularly 
suitable for pictures and the complex coloured graphics and it’s to be preferred for small quantities. 
The result is a high definition printing with bright colours, uniform shades and with clear details.

The digital printing is the tecnique we use for large orders, suitable for the printing of plain colour 
graphics , with clear outlines and distinct colours.
To produce a serigraphic print you have to create a printing loom which allows the ink layers to filter 
(one colour at a time)from the loom to the surface.
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TRAFORATO BANNERS

 ∙ The printing can be digital 
 ∙ Endless possibilities of employ outdoors and indoors
 ∙ Lightweight
 ∙ Low cost transport

 ∙ Finishing possibilities:
 - roll
 - roll with rings
 - single units with rings

 ∙ Easy to hook the banners to the structures (poles, gates, barriers…)
 ∙ Possibility of exploiting the standard size (height 80 o 100 cm) or  
 of customizing  (until 160 cm and beyond)according to the different  
 needs
 ∙ The quality of printing allows to print both simple logos and high
 definition photographs
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Practical windbreakers made of polyester, practical, effective and economical, 
they are ideal to be used during sports events and events. They can be 
supplied in reels or in single pieces, with or without fixing rings with PVC 
reinforcement.

ROLL

Accesory

RINGS WITHOUT REINFORCEMENT RINGS WITH REINFORCEMENT MULTI-COLORED BAND



    

TRAFORATO BANNERS

The digital printing is used when the drawing is multi-coloured and with shades: 
it’s particularly suitable for pictures and the complex coloured graphics and it’s to 
be preferred for small quantities. The result is a high definition printing with bright 
colours, uniform shades and with clear details.

 ∙ Best quality for complex pictures and drawings
 ∙ Possibility to duplicate any graphics with no limits as for colours
 ∙ Suitable for the production of small quantities
 ∙ Printing without loom
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